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Abstract: Correspondence, publicity, clippings, article typescripts, memoranda, photographs, postcards, and other material related to John W. Rowberry's editorship of the magazines Dateline and The Alternate. Rowberry was a writer and editor for various gay publications and wrote under the name John W. Rowland.
creator: Rowberry, John W.
Biographical Note
John W. Rowberry (1948-1993) was a writer and editor for various gay publications.
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Processing Information
Processing this collection has been funded by a generous grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities.
In order to provide access to this collection, minimal processing on this collection was expedited in 2011. Date spans were given wherever possible, but do not reflect the most accurate inclusive dates.
Scope and Content
Correspondence, publicity, clippings, verse, article typescripts, photographs, postcards, and memoranda related to John Rowberry's activities as editor and writer for the gay magazines Dateline and The Alternate. Rowberry wrote under the name John W. Rowland.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Gay press publications
Gays' writings